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women do not experience enlightenment easily

because they are already enlightened !

strange…but to know you are enlightened you need to see the opposite

if you write with black chalk on a black board

you do not see any message

only when you write with white on a blackboard

male energy shows the woman her enlightened state

that is why so many women are attracted to a master like osho

because his male energy is pure fire…pure light 

and the womb of the woman can see herself

through the light that he is radiating

the man needs to settle into the womb…

he misses his enlightenment

because he is the sperm running here and running there

sperm is always chasing something or the other

its tail is moving…always running after some achievement…

he needs to settle down and understand the egg within him…

the black hole that he is carrying 

the male can find the settled state

because running and running and running…

he gets tired of this running…

and he is searching for the settled state 

he is searching for enlightenment constantly

woman is not searching enlightenment

because she does not have the sperm to run around

she is already in the enlightened state

this is the mystery of the woman

she always says…oh men…always looking for enlightenment

she cannot believe the man is running for enlightenment

why is he searching for something ?

come home…i am cooking dinner !

this is woman

woman is the womb…woman is earth

she is naturally understanding the earth

and whatever goes higher and higher and higher

she roots the energy deeper deeper deeper

it is very natural

but the woman can experience the higher flow

the kundalini moving up

because that is what she is searching for

when she looks for a mystic…

the woman is searching upward energy

and she will miss the down

because she is already there…

the man is high

he needs to feel the down down down

so it is very natural what you are asking

and it is strange you asked the question

but it is really true…

if you are feeling the upward pull 

and you do not understand what is down

you have already understood it…

there is a different taste of an upward pull

and a different taste of settling

you have already come to a very wise understanding of the energy

you understand !

women are already enlightened…

this is what i have been saying again and again

the woman is the egg…the female energy is the womb

the womb needs to see the light

she is already home

she needs the sperm

she needs the male energy…the plus

she has the womb

and the womb is an enlightened state
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